First College Fall Campus Day This Thursday

Program Includes Planting, Bag Rush, Free Lunch, Football Game

All classes will be dismissed Thursday, October 15, for the First College Campus Day to be held at CPS, according to Horwood Baminger, general chairman of the affair. Originally held in the spring, an additional project this year takes place in the fall because of increased interest in spring planting. Inaugurating the new plan, the Central Board has set the traditional Freshman-Sophomore rivalry on fire.

Attendance is to be taken at 8:30 a.m. in Chapel, where the students will be divided into groups, captained by superintendents.

Beginning at 9 a.m., the meeting will be held making several advancements and repairs on the campus. A general visual survey is to be held, and a preliminary plan is to be made for the planting of trees and further landscaping of the large lawn west of the College building. The Metropolitan Park board cooperates in the project.

The day will conclude with a free lunch served by the United States, by the Alumni, and with buns surrounded by butcher knives and бесплатно картофель, will summon the campus shrubbery.

Bag Rush, the traditional athletic rivalry between the men of the two lower classes will be staged at 11:30 a.m., with Ed Blackland and the Letterman’s club in charge. Afterward, lunch will be served to all workers by the figure. In the evening, a football game between CPS and an All-State college will be held. Stadium will wind up the day’s activities with a scheduled football contest.

Trustees to Meet

Election of officers, reports from the officers of the corporation and plan of the year’s operations will be taken up. Applications for M. E. Loans Due This Week

All Methodist students who wish to apply for a loan from the Board of Education of the Methodist church during the year, should fill out the blanks for the loan application and submit them before October 12 to the second semester. It is necessary to make application at this time in order to receive the income of future months.

Applications are now being taken at the registrar’s office. Students wishing further information are requested to consult the Registrar.

Fraternity Now Lead ‘Tide’ Contest

See previous page

The Color Post, when 292 new students were accepted as members of all chapters of Pi Kappa Delta of CPS will be assigned freshen to freshmen.

Smokeys Smear Bread With Green Dye, But Russ Gets Lipstick

By Judd Day

All previous record-breaking the bag rush this year show that it will be far from a Sunday school picnic. The freshmen under the supervision of all chapters of Pi Kappa Delta of CPS will be assigned freshmen to freshmen.

“A Spy Glass” Address Is Matriculation Feature

Concluded by the first matriculation ceremony last Friday, President Edward F. Todd delivered an inspiring address. He spoke to the new students concerning the life they are entering and their obligations to the university.

The President begins by saying that this year is destined to be the first in the future. The freshman should have learned in the future what their obligations are. He stresses that the freshman should be prepared to meet the problems and it should be with which of the groups.

The President states that the freshman class will be the problem-solving class a little different in character because of the new duties.

“Spy Glass” is a new feature of the matriculation ceremony. The freshman who is the most successful in the math course is selected as the freshman class representative. The Freshman class is thus divided into three parts. The first part is the class with the highest grade point average. The second part is the class with the lowest grade point average. The third part is the class with the average grade point average.

Battin’s Old Jollop Finally Succumbs After Going 20,000 Miles for Debate

By Elizabeth Harrision

Chug, chug, put, put, what a plane! Did you guess it? In case you didn’t, it’s supposed to be Prof. Charles T. Battin’s old car, which has last ended in a week-end trip. For years, CPS students have looked forward to the time when they could have a car to spend tournaments with the few of Battin’s old car, which has last ended in a week-end trip.

For years, CPS students have looked forward to the time when they could have a car to spend tournaments with the few of Battin’s old car, which has last ended in a week-end trip.

By Kenneth Clark

First town and 300 miles to go. There were conditions in which John Poling. Guy Bower and Bob Williams found themselves early this summer, as they stopped in Ketchikan on their way to Juneau. Jasper (jock)-knock! They have found streets to be crowded and the scenery up in those parts is all it is said to be. “The islands rise up almost perpendicular, like mountains,” says Guy Bower, who followed the trip by bus and car, that his favorite trip, because he was always able to get good hot gold mine gold in the world, the tours on which the islanders have been divided.

ADMISSION TO THE THEATER. Tickets will be sold at the box office in the theater. The price of admission will be $1.00.

Board Walks, Perpendicular Islands, Friendliness, Gold - That’s Alaska

The little town of Douglas, near Juneau, called the boating ability of Bob Williams, who is still up there, doing nothing further, as it is supposed to be the frontier type, because he said.

The people are generous and friend

Ask Details

Student Choices

Who represents the CPS student and faculty choice for the United States president? And who for governor? To answer these and several related questions, The Trail this week is conducting a straw-vote election.

The details are simple. On this page will be found a ballot, which, when clipped and properly filled in, is to be placed in the mail box of the Trail office as your vote. No one’s name is requested. All ballots should be in by the close of the submission of the deadline.

The results will appear in the following Tuesday editorial.
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"I didn't know it was you."
"Say, I went by your house last night"
Some profs give that impression without sideburns.

The color left her cheeks;

On the size of my shoes,
He doesn't brag
But he of course, will

"Does Bill still walk with that old shuck of his?"
"No, I hear he's going with better women now."

The height of something or other, is a dumb girl
turning a dead reel to a colored line. - C. T. Trojan.

He doesn't brag
Of the woman's he's known.
Not now or any time.

Must be that old shuck of his. . .

"Does Bill still walk with that old shuck of his?"
"No, I hear he's going with better women now."

From the glances of a few of our
students, it would be impossible for someone to ask her first.

Bradley Blake Cannon may be something of a language wizard, but Proserphine found the short story, the
project, a type of puzzle to be written on their bulletin boards when choosing their projects.

Braden had given his teacher the impression of being a "kinda liked them at times." He "kinda liked them at times." He decided was to put an end to them, if they were to continue to be a problem to him. He "kinda liked them at times." He decided was to put an end to them, if they were to continue to be a problem to him.

Bradley Blake Cannon may be something of a language wizard, but Proserphine found the short story, the
project, a type of puzzle to be written on their bulletin boards when choosing their projects.

Love birds and cuckoos: Thomas Tuesdale, senior, is troubled by a pair of brown
hens from Sequin prairie, the
name affair. Of the week: Mary Gall Harvey and Paul Jauding. Carl Bangs found the enamours last June—of all months! Beverley Anderson, Apple. The atmosphere has been a little sweet in the life of Dick Haley, who
wants in other colleges we wish to present Bob
Perkins, a maid in "The Bat," and the student must be sure to get permission from the presi
dent of the student council. It is also forbidden to keep a mule on the campus, as well as being sergeant at arms, and daughter of the Baron in "Death Takes A Holiday."

There was a reluctance to deal
with the future, for Russ confined most of his answers to things of the moment. Right now, speaking fresmen is what gives his heart the warmest glow. His pet peeve
is that he will not be able to take part in the bag rush.

The Dramatic department still talks about how he laid with his hand down as long as he passed out. He was also seen as the juvenile lead in "The Dark Tower." This job is only for a middle-aged actor, in the Home...
Banquets to Take Place Saturday Evening
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Lumberjacks Meet Albany Eleven In Conference Battle Thursday

Marson and White Given Decided Edge Over Weak Pirate Team

Top basketball backers score a solid win in their second tilt of the year, the Lumberjacks are drilling hard in order to unearth the Pirates of Albany under the floodlights of the Stadium Thursday night. The Pirate crew has yet to reveal its victory in a gridiron contest this year, and in view of the lack of capable veteran material little is expected of them. Last year, the Albany grid team tied the world record for consecutive losses at 27, and their prospects are little better this season. The Loggers scored a 16-0 victory in their last contest.

After their defeat at the hands of the Pacific Pirate last Thursday, the Marson and White are said to be in fine fettle for their clash, which they will need to win in order to stay in the running for the conference.pennant.

Coach Sandberg will drill the upstarts in every possible drillendum during the few days of training before the game. Pirate formations will also come in for concentration as the Logger head man was not at all satisfied with the way these plays functioned against Portland. No definite changes have been announced in the starting lineup, but in practice Sandberg did not state that the same will start against Albany that did against Portland.

The Pirates will pin their hopes on the returning Jordan. All of these are linemen including Jim Davis, captain and end. Other veterans the Loggers will have are Pete Larsen, Al Gebbard, Joe Rice, Pete D'Alema and Art Petersen.

Hold Turnout

Coach Joe Mack wants all basketball candidates to report to the gym tonight at 7:30 for a turnaround. Those who do not turnouts this time next week on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday nights.

All About!

Above is pictured the crack Pacific train which will take Chaps to the Willamette ball game in Salem, Oregon, October 30. If enough students support the trip as announced by Maurice Waterman.

P.S.—Portland highlights: Don McPherson, quarterback of John L. Sullivan in the third quarter— Sull's snappy, agile journey along the sidelines after he had snared a 30-yard throw from McClimon in the second quarter. The downfield backing of the entire Portland team. The pluckiness of Alkek Schwartz who was mauled and double-mashed all night. The Loggers sparkling midfield of Jim Davis, good for 11 first downs, one more than the Pirates.

A challenge to the Chi Nu to the Mu Chi to meet them on the field of battle in a touch football game. Both teams have some capable men who have been assigned to the already successful intra-class programs. Alkek Davis has definitely made for the contest instead of the "vagega" "some time next week," but the brotherly organizations are resolved that there will be a game.

From every angle, Albany looks like a pushover for Sandy's ranchers Thursday night. The larcenous Pirates don't know where to sink the Pirates of Albany last year.

The Logger headman looks 'em over in practice Pilots Win By Two Touchdowns

John L. Sullivan Stars for Portland; CPS Show Good Running Attack

Behind the interference provided by a powerful line, the Portland Pilots "penny express" backfield swept over and around the Loggers last Saturday night in the stadium, winning, 12-0.

Led by John L. Sullivan, fleet Portland half, the Pilot club used in an advantage that particular type of football known to the sporting world as "double-death." Forward and lateral aerial thrusts, coupled with deceptive reverses and spins, kept the Lumberjacks on the defensive most of the evening.

At times the Marson and White eleven showed offensive strength, as they carried the oval on sustained drives inside the 20 yard marker. All the damage was done in the first two periods of the contest, the first tally was run up when Crowley pumped across from the 4 yard stripe, culminating a long drive by the Pilots. Late in the final moments of the first half Sullivan intercepted a pass and was downed on the Loggers 30. On the next play Magnus completed a pass to Sullivan who had scooped and scampered through half a world under tackle and downed for a 2 point gain.

The Loggers headman looks 'em over in practice.